
Elaborated SAHN Cluster Analysis 
 
There are many ways to conduct cluster analysis within R.  Each ways had its own 
procedures, advantages, and limitations. We are going to utilize the methods associated 
with the VEGAN package as it gives us the most options.  
 

Load the Doubs dataset 
setwd("C:\\Multi\\") 
 
species <-  read.table("DoubsSpe.txt", header = TRUE) 

 
Standardize the dataset 
If the variables are measured in very different scales, then we need to consider 
standardizing our data.  If we do not standardize the data, the variables with the 
largest values will dominate the analysis.  By standardizing the data, each 
variable is weighed equally.  
 
library(ade4) 
 
library (vegan)   
 
species.stand <- decostand(species, "standardize") 

 
 

Check for Outliers 

Cluster analyses are very sensitive to outliers.  We should check for outliers prior 

to performing the cluster analysis unless we are certain that the data are 

representative of the cases.   We have noted appropriate methods on the prior 

analyses (see elaborated DFA instructions).  

 

Construct the Distance Matrix 

Cluster analysis in R is performed on a distance matrix.  We are going to use 

Euclidean distance.  

 

 species.eu <- vegdist(species.stand, "euc") 
 

  



Perform the Cluster Analysis 
 
Single Link Cluster Analysis 
species.eu.single <- hclust(species.eu, method="single") 
 
Complete Link Cluster Analysis 
species.eu.complete <- hclust(species.eu, method="complete") 
 
UPGMA Cluster Analysis 
species.eu.UPGMA <- hclust(species.eu, method="average") 
 
Producing the Dendrograms 
 
plot(species.eu.single) 
 
plot(species.eu.complete) 
 
plot(species.eu.UPGMA) 
 
Interpretation of the dendrogram is the primary method of analyzing the results 
of a hierarchical cluster analysis.  Comparing dendrograms (similarities and 
differences) is an important way of determining if there is structure in the dataset 
that is being revealed by the cluster analysis or if the apparent structure in the 
dendrograms is the result of the procedures.  
 
Calculating the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient  
The cophentic correlation coefficient measures how well the structure in the 
distance matrix is represented in the dendrogram.  Interpreted like a correlation 
coefficient.   
 
species.eu.single.coph <- cophenetic(species.eu.single) 
 
cor (species.eu, species.eu.single.coph, method = "spearman") 
 
species.eu.complete.coph <- cophenetic(species.eu.complete) 
 
cor (species.eu, species.eu.complete.coph, method = "spearman") 
 



species.eu.UPGMA.coph <- cophenetic(species.eu.UPGMA) 
 
cor (species.eu, species.eu.UPGMA.coph, method = "spearman") 
 
 
Dendrogram and Heat Map Graphics 
 
library (gclus) 
 
species.reordered <- reorder.hclust(species.eu.complete, species.eu) 
 
dendrogram <- as.dendrogram(species.reordered) 
 
heatmap(as.matrix(species.eu), Rowv=dendrogram, symm=TRUE, 

margin=c(3,3)) 
 
Warmer colors represent greater similarity.  You should see patterns within the 
heat map that confirms the cluster topology.  


